A long-lived supercell developed in Northwest Bulgaria on 15 May 2018 and inflicted widespread damage along its track. The first part of this article presents a detailed overview of the observed storm evolution. Doppler radar observations reveal that the storm acquired typical supercellular signatures and maintained reflectivity values in excess of 63 dBZ for more than 4 h. The thunderstorm was also analyzed through lightning observations that highlighted important characteristics of the overall supercell dynamics. In its second part, the study investigates the predictability of the severe weather outbreak. In the medium forecast ranges, the global European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ensemble indicated the presence of favorable conditions for the development of deep moist convection 4 days prior to the event. A set of three convection-allowing ensemble simulations also demonstrated that the practical predictability of the supercell was approximately 12 h, which is considerably higher than some previously reported estimates. Nevertheless, the skill of the convective forecasts appears to be limited by the presence of typical model errors, such as the timing of convection initiation and the development of spurious convective activity. The relevance of these errors to the optimal ensemble size and to the design of future convection-allowing numerical weather prediction (NWP) systems is further discussed. Supercells are associated with specific radar features and lightning characteristics that can be useful in nowcasting applications. The bounded weak echo region (BWER) signature, for instance, appears at mid-levels above the edge of the low-level reflectivity gradient and indicates the presence of a strong quasi-steady updraft with a lifetime of several hours [13, 14] . The V-notch is another specific radar signature resulting from the divergent flow around the storm's updraft, which has been related to the occurrence of a wide range of severe weather events, including large hail, strong winds and tornadoes [4] . The characteristics of lightning activity in supercells have also been the subject of many studies. Several investigations have shown that lightning in supercell storms has unique characteristics. In particular, it has been noted that severe storms are characterized by higher total flash rates when compared with ordinary non-severe storms. The more intense the storm is, the more lightning it is capable of producing [15, 16] . Williams [17] explained this link with the intensification of the storm's updrafts. Furthermore, MacGorman et al. [18] found that there is a strong correlation between intra-cloud (IC) flash rate and cyclonic shear at 1.5 km altitude. The explanation of this result is based on the elevated charge region hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, the strong updrafts existing in the supercell's mesocyclone lift the near-surface negative charge region closer to the main positive charge region in the highest parts of the storm, causing the IC flashes to become more prevalent. When the updraft weakens, cloud-to-ground (CG) flash rates tend to increase, since the lower negative charge region descends back to the ground. Deierling and Petersen [19] have also showed that stronger updrafts lead to a larger production of graupel and ice crystals in the mixed phase region of the cloud. With more graupel and ice crystals available, there is greater opportunity for collisions, allowing for charge separation to occur via the non-inductive charging mechanism [20] . Furthermore, a lightning jump precedes severe weather at the ground according to a number of studies [21, 22] . For instance, Kane [23] found that tornadoes and large hail occurred about 10-15 min after the peak of the 5-min CG lightning rate. Williams et al.
Introduction
Severe thunderstorms exert significant socio-economic impacts in Europe [1] [2] [3] . Better understanding of the processes which lead to severe convective storms, as well as their regional characteristics, is of primary importance. The development of the European Severe Weather Database (ESWD) [4] allowed for important research on the climatology of severe convective storms on a pan-European scale [5] and on the environmental conditions for severe thunderstorms in Europe [6] .
Organization of convection is an important indication of its potential severity. The supercell, characterized by the presence of a rotating updraft or mesocyclone [7] , is perhaps the best known example of organized convection, and it is often associated with major outbreaks of severe convective weather. Numerical simulations [8] [9] [10] have shown that supercell storms can be distinguished from ordinary thunderstorms by specific dynamical processes involved in their development. Mesocyclones in supercells form as a result of the interaction of convective updrafts with the sheared ambient environment [11, 12] . In particular, strong vertical wind shear can lead to the development of nonhydrostatic pressure gradients which contribute to the generation of strong updrafts [8] . and vertical structure of the supercell. The configuration of the Bardarski Geran radar follows closely the work of Dimitrova et al. [59] and Bocheva et al. [60] and is described as follows. Volumetric data were generated by automatically scanning at 14 different elevation angles, which varied irregularly between 0.2 • and 85 • . The full volume scan had a maximum range of 300 km and was completed in 4 min. All radar products shown throughout the paper were generated with the aid of the Interactive Radar Information System (IRIS) of Vaisala. Archived temperature data, based on the Global Forecast Model (GFS; https://ready.arl.noaa.gov/READYcmet.php), were also utilized to diagnose the height of the chosen equivalent radar reflectivity factors.
Radar analysis was complemented by lightning data from the European lightning detection network LINET [61] . Total (intra-cloud, IC, and cloud-to-ground, CG) flash rate (TFR), peak current (PC) and multiplicity (the total number of strokes registered at a maximum distance of 3 km of and within 1 s of the first stroke in a flash) were analyzed. Note that the discrimination between CG and IC lightning in LINET relies on times of arrival (TOA) analysis [62, 63] . The flash rate was calculated as the number of flashes per 4 min (FR4min-1 hereafter) in accordance with the period of the radar volume scan.
In addition to the remote sensing data, verification of the forecasts was also based on damage reports from the National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology (NIMH), the Hail Suppression Agency (HSA), the European Severe Weather Database (ESWD; [4] ) and the media [64] . The hail damage reports, in particular, were used to verify the location of the convective storms simulated in the CAM ensemble.
Numerical Weather Prediction Data
Forecast data from the ECMWF IFS were used to look at the predictability of the event in the medium range (beyond 72 h), as well as for providing initial and boundary conditions for the ensemble-based CAM simulations.
To assess the predictability of the event in the medium range, the ECMWF's Extreme Forecast Index (EFI) was used. The EFI is a measure of the difference between ensemble forecast and model climate (M-climate) cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) [65] . The index takes values from −1 to +1. The closer the EFI values are to −1 or +1, the more abnormal the ensemble forecast is. On the basis of ingredient-based methodology, CAPE and CAPE-shear EFI products have been implemented to forecast severe convective storms [66] . In particular, the composite CAPE-shear parameter is defined as
where CAPE is the standard diagnostic output from the IFS (https://www.ecmwf.int/node/18714) and W 500 925 is the vector wind difference between 925 hPa and 500 hPa pressure levels. CAPE-shear index targets organized convection capable of producing major severe storm outbreaks and is given in units of specific energy (m 2 s −2 ). Since 8 March 2016, CAPE-shear has been an operational output parameter from the IFS. CAPE-shear EFI has high values (approaching +1) in the areas of large CAPE and deep-layer wind shear. These are the areas where highly organized deep, moist convection is likely to occur. It also accounts for forecast uncertainty by comparing the full CDFs of the ensemble forecast and M-climate.
ECMWF has also developed lightning parametrization for the IFS model [67] . It calculates the total (CG and IC) flash density by taking into account the CAPE, the convective cloud base and the amount of cloud condensate, graupel and snow. In addition, a tuning coefficient is used, currently set to 37.5, to match the annual global mean flash density rate obtained by combining satellite lightning imager observations from the optical transient detector (OTD) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) and the lightning imaging sensor (LIS) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) [68] . From the ECMWF ensemble, probability forecasts of lightning density above given intensity thresholds are produced to highlight areas of deep, moist convection associated with cloud electrification and generation of both IC and CG lightning flashes. The ensemble-based CAM forecasts presented in this study were generated using version 3.7.1 of the Weather Research and Forecasting-Advanced Research core model (WRF-ARW) [69] . Using initial and boundary conditions from ECMWF, three sets of 51-member ensemble simulations were produced with the following initialization times: 14 May 00 UTC, 14 May 12 UTC and 15 May 00 UTC. The forecasts were run in a two-way nested configuration with three model domains-d01, d02 and d03 (Figure 1 ), all of which contained 50 vertical levels and whose horizontal grid spacing was 9km, 3km and 1km, respectively. The location of the innermost d03 domain was chosen to contain the full path of the observed supercell.
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The forecast skill from the ensemble-based CAM simulations was primarily assessed with respect to the highest-resolution d03 domain, which provided the most realistic depiction of the supercell evolution. Other than model-simulated radar reflectivity, the output from this highest resolution ensemble was also assessed through the updraft helicity (UH), defined as
where ζ and w are the vertical components of the three-dimensional vorticity and velocity vectors, respectively, while z 0 and z 1 define the atmospheric depth over which UH is computed. UH measures the potential of storm updrafts to rotate and is especially suitable for convection-allowing models where the vertical velocity w is explicitly resolved. Analogous to previous studies (e.g., [78] ), the location of the model-simulated supercell was identified through ensemble maximum fields of hourly-maximum 2-5 km UH. To account for the high spatial variability of CAM-simulated supercells and provide a fair verification against the available observations, neighborhood ensemble probabilities (NEPs) [52] of hourly-maximum 2-5 km UH were also calculated (NEP UH hereafter). In this study, NEP UH at a given analysis grid point was taken to be the fraction of neighboring (8 km radius) grid points collected from all ensemble members whose UH value exceeded 100 m 2 s −2 . The selected UH threshold is consistent with previous CAM studies (e.g., [79] ) and was subjectively tuned to only target the strongly rotating storms within the CAM ensemble.
Results

Description of the Event
A severe weather outbreak affected Bulgaria in the afternoon hours on 15 May 2018, featuring well-organized convection over the northwestern parts of the country. The outbreak started with the development of an isolated thunderstorm on the northern foothills of Stara Planina mountain, near the town of Montana (the location of Montana is shown in Figure 1 ). Originally, the cell moved towards the northeast, but its propagation direction gradually attained an easterly component as the storm evolved into a powerful supercell. The supercell maintained its structure for more than 5 h and produced multiple convective hazards along its 230-km path, including large hail, strong wind gusts, heavy rain and intense lightning activity. The storm caused substantial damage; it broke electric poles, uprooted many trees, damaged cars, roofs and facades of buildings and caused local flash floods. The city of Pleven in the Danube Plain was one of the worst affected places along the track of the storm. The synoptic station in Pleven, maintained by NIMH, reported severe wind gusts reaching 29 m s −1 , large hail up to 5 cm in diameter and heavy rain amounting to 17.8 mm in 20 min. In the village of Grivitsa, located just 6 km east of Pleven, strong winds destroyed more than 50 roofs [64] , forcing the municipalities of Pleven and nearby Byala Slatina to declare a state of emergency.
The synoptic set-up for the 15 May 2018 case study is shown in Figure 2 and indicates the presence of an upper-level cut-off low over Central Europe, leading to widespread precipitation and unseasonably low temperatures over this part of the continent. Throughout the day, a short-wave trough located in the southern parts of the cut-off low in the Mediterranean basin quickly ejected northeast and provided the impetus for a surface-based cold front in the western parts of the Balkan Peninsula to advance eastwards. Coincident with the rapid height falls, an upper-level jet with peak winds in excess of 100 m s −1 (Figure 2b 
Observed Evolution of the Supercell
Based on radar and lightning data, the lifecycle of the supercell could be divided into three main stages: non-severe (10:51-11:28 UTC), first severe (11:28-12:38 UTC) and second severe (12) (13) (14) (15) . Each of these stages is characterized with specific radar features and lightning behavior.
Radar Analysis
At 10:51 UTC, ahead of a cold front passing over the western part of Bulgaria, a convective cell began to form near the town of Montana (Figure 3a ). Maximum radar reflectivity of 33 dBZ was registered at 5.7 km above sea level (ASL), with the core of the newly developed storm located in the −5 • C to −10 • C isotherm layer. At this stage, the cumulus cloud consisted of small hail embryos and water drops [80] . In the next 4 min, a period of rapid ascent and hydrometeor growth followed, and was coincident with an increase in the maximum reflectivity factor to 43 dBZ. Several studies have shown that convective cells for which the maximum reflectivity factor exceeds 40 dBZ in the −5 • C to −10 • C layer are also associated with the production of hail [81, 82] .
During its initial non-severe stage (between 10:51 and 11:28 UTC), the newly formed convection was characterized by a multicellular structure and followed the direction of the mean south-southwesterly steering flow. At 11:17 UTC, a new daughter cell formed on the eastern side of the convective cluster and eventually merged with the mature cell at 11:24 UTC ( Figure 3b ). The latter was followed by a rapid increase of radar reflectivity to 64.5 dBZ, detected at 6 km ASL height. These high reflectivity values were maintained for more than 4 h during the lifetime of the supercell.
The first severe stage of supercell development was characterized by presence of typical supercellular radar signatures, such as a weak echo region (WER) and bounded weak echo region (BWER), which were detected in several occasions ( Figure 4 ). The presence of BWER correlated well with the times of maximum storm top height of over 17 km. Throughout the supercell's lifecycle, the WER and BWER signatures were observed multiple times with varying degrees of longevity, which seems to be related to the pulsating character of the main updraft during the storm's intensification period [83] . The first severe stage of supercell development was characterized by presence of typical supercellular radar signatures, such as a weak echo region (WER) and bounded weak echo region (BWER), which were detected in several occasions ( Figure 4 ). The presence of BWER correlated well with the times of maximum storm top height of over 17 km. Throughout the supercell's lifecycle, the WER and BWER signatures were observed multiple times with varying degrees of longevity, which seems to be related to the pulsating character of the main updraft during the storm's intensification period [83] . During this first severe stage, the supercell continued to strengthen and a hook echo became apparent on the plan position indicator (PPI) from 12:03 UTC ( Figure 5a ). The appearance of this radar signature signified rotation within the storm's updraft (due to the presence of a mesocyclone), During this first severe stage, the supercell continued to strengthen and a hook echo became apparent on the plan position indicator (PPI) from 12:03 UTC ( Figure 5a ). The appearance of this radar signature signified rotation within the storm's updraft (due to the presence of a mesocyclone), confirmed by the Doppler velocity analyses in the 3.5-5 km ASL height range (Figure 5b ). The southern side of the hail core had velocities towards the radar, while the northern side-away from the radar-indicating the counterclockwise rotation of the updraft. The winds circling the mesocyclone were strong enough to wrap precipitation around the updraft area of the storm and form a hook-like radar echo (Figure 5a ).
At the beginning of the second severe stage of supercell development (11:38-11:45 UTC), new daughter cells began to form on the south and southwestern side of the main cell (not shown). The formation of these cells was most likely caused by the interaction between the strengthening cold pool and the vertical shear in the ambient environment [84] . During its movement towards the radar, the supercell continued to intensify, as evidenced by the appearance of a V-notch signature at 12:34 UTC. The V-notch signature was most noticeable between 13:56 UTC and 14:10 UTC as the storm was approaching the town of Pleven (black arrow in Figure 6 ).
Atmosphere 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 33 confirmed by the Doppler velocity analyses in the 3.5-5 km ASL height range ( Figure 5b ). The southern side of the hail core had velocities towards the radar, while the northern side-away from the radar-indicating the counterclockwise rotation of the updraft. The winds circling the mesocyclone were strong enough to wrap precipitation around the updraft area of the storm and form a hook-like radar echo ( Figure 5a ). At the beginning of the second severe stage of supercell development (11:38-11:45 UTC), new daughter cells began to form on the south and southwestern side of the main cell (not shown). The formation of these cells was most likely caused by the interaction between the strengthening cold pool and the vertical shear in the ambient environment [84] . During its movement towards the radar, the supercell continued to intensify, as evidenced by the appearance of a V-notch signature at 12:34 UTC. The V-notch signature was most noticeable between 13:56 UTC and 14:10 UTC as the storm was approaching the town of Pleven (black arrow in Figure 6 ). The presence of a V-notch coincided with radar reflectivity of 5 dBZ registered above 17 km ASL and overshooting tops on the visible satellite channels (not shown). In addition, the radar reflectivity factor increased to 68.5 dBZ at 1 km ASL. These high values of the maximum radar reflectivity coincided with large hail (above 2 cm in diameter) reports in the local media. The supercell maintained high reflectivity values whilst moving at a ~60° angle to the right of the mean winds until The presence of a V-notch coincided with radar reflectivity of 5 dBZ registered above 17 km ASL and overshooting tops on the visible satellite channels (not shown). In addition, the radar reflectivity factor increased to 68.5 dBZ at 1 km ASL. These high values of the maximum radar reflectivity coincided with large hail (above 2 cm in diameter) reports in the local media. The supercell maintained high reflectivity values whilst moving at a~60 • angle to the right of the mean winds until it began to dissipate near the town of Levski at about 15:30 UTC.
Lightning Activity
The development of the supercell was characterized by a substantial increase in total (IC and CG) flash rates (TFR; Figure 7 )-a direct result of the updraft's intensification [17, 85] . The first lightning discharge registered in the thunderstorm was IC and occurred at 10:58 UTC when the reflectivity reached 45 dBZ at 5.7 km above sea level (approximately at the level of the −15 • C isotherm). During the initial, non-severe stage of the thunderstorm (10:51-11:28 UTC), the TFR was significantly lower in comparison with the severe stages ( Figure 7 ). However, the TFR increased during that time, following several jumps (a TFR jump is defined as a sudden increase in the TFR values, which are at least two times their original values) until 11:28 UTC, when a BWER became visible on the radar. These jumps in the flash rate coincided with an abrupt increase in the heights of the 15 dBZ and 45 dBZ values by 5.4 km and 2.6 km, respectively ( Figure 7 ). The aforementioned heights were both above the −40 • C isotherm after 11:20 UTC when an overshooting top was observed (not shown). The vertical profile of radar reflectivity indicated that the storm had a strong updraft. Carey and Rutledge [86] have suggested that the strong updraft in a supercell produces a large number of graupel particles and, in turn, increases the lightning flash rate via the non-inductive mechanisms of thunderstorm electrification [20] . The last TFR jump was registered at 11:36 UTC, about 30 min before the occurrence of large hail. TFR reached its maximum values (651-744 FR4 min −1 ) between 12:20 UTC and 12:28 UTC, shortly after the supercell reached its maximum vertical development, with H15dBZ > 16 km, H45dBZ > 12 km and H60dBZ > 9 km ( Figure 7 ). Immediately after this, the TFR dropped sharply over a time period of 16 min. This marked decrease in the total flash rate overlapped with several reports of damaging wind and very large hail. The decrease of TFR also coincided with a lowering in the height of the 60 dBZ reflectivity factor below 0 • C and the formation of a V-notch radar signature. Overall, the TFR values and the 60 dBZ height followed a similar trend between 11:28 UTC and 14:24 UTC.
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It is worth noting that while the negative polarity of the CG flashes dominated during the evolution of the supercell, the number of positive CG flashes remained high and accounted for about 40% of all CG flashes ( Figure 9a ). The 4-min averaged absolute peak current associated with the negative (PC_CGneg) and positive (PC_CGpos) strokes during the lifetime of the supercell was 5.5 kA and 5.6 kA, respectively ( Figure 9b ). The maximum values of PC_CGneg and PC_CGpos were 56.5kA and 108.7 kA, respectively. Additional analyses revealed that 94% of all detected strokes in the storm had absolute values of peak current less than 10 kA, except from the beginning (before first registration of 55 dBZ and 60 dBZ) and the end of the supercell's existence. The mean values of multiplicity were 1.28 and 1.12 for negative and positive CG flashes, respectively. Overall, the high number of positive CG flashes, the low 4-min averaged absolute peak currents and low multiplicity are all in agreement with the results for severe thunderstorms obtained in other studies (e.g., [59, [89] [90] [91] [92] ).
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Forecasts from the Global ECMWF Ensemble
In the medium range, the ECMWF ensemble was used to assess whether all the ingredients for severe convection were in place. Positive CAPE-shear EFI values were present over the Balkan Peninsula, even 7 days before the severe weather outbreak (not shown), evidenced by the shift of the forecast CDF to the right of the M-climate ( Figure 10f ). However, the similarity between the forecast and climate CDFs is indicative of the still high uncertainty at these forecast lead times.
The separation of the forecast and M-climate CDFs gradually increased in the consecutive forecasts (Figure 10d) , with CAPE-shear EFI values in Northwest Bulgaria exceeding 0.6 units 3-5 days prior to the severe weather outbreak (Figure 10a ). Note that the corresponding CAPE EFI index (Figure 10b ) and the probability of deep-layer shear (925-500 hPa; Figure 10c ) exceeding 20 m s −1 were relatively low and high, suggesting that deep-layer wind shear had a considerable contribution to the high CAPE-shear values. The high likelihood for the development of deep moist convection was also highlighted in two other operational ECMWF products-the probability of precipitation (PoP) being equal or greater than 1 mm in 24 h (Figure 10d ) and the probability of lightning (Figure 10e ). For the 72-96 h forecast period, these probabilities reached 60% and 20-30% in the northwestern parts of Bulgaria, respectively.
The ensemble mean ECMWF forecast fields were also used to diagnose the storm motion according to the Bunkers et al. [93] method. Calculations performed in proximity to the town of Pleven showed that supercells are expected to move in an easterly direction and with a speed of~8 m s −1 , which agrees favorably with the radar observation in Section 3.2.1. 
Explicit Convective Forecasts from the WRF Ensemble
Predictability
To examine the predictability of the supercell case in the CAM ensemble, WRF forecasts from three different analysis times were initialized to form the following experiments: WRF.14may00utc, WRF.14may12utc and WRF.15may00utc. First, we investigated the ability of the ensemble forecasts to capture the initiation of the supercell at 11:00 UTC. According to Figure 11 , only WRF.14may12utc 
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To examine the predictability of the supercell case in the CAM ensemble, WRF forecasts from three different analysis times were initialized to form the following experiments: WRF.14may00utc, WRF.14may12utc and WRF.15may00utc. First, we investigated the ability of the ensemble forecasts to capture the initiation of the supercell at 11:00 UTC. According to Figure 11 , only WRF.14may12utc and WRF.15may00utc indicate the development of severe convection in Northwest Bulgaria. Nevertheless, the skill of the WRF.14may12utc forecast is considerably worse because of (i) the spurious convection in Central North Bulgaria and East Serbia, (ii) the lower NEP UH probabilities in Northwest Bulgaria and (iii) their northeastern shift relative to the observed supercell in Figure 11d . The spatial dislocation of the predicted convection in WRF.14may12utc was caused by earlier convection initiation in this experiment. Evidence for this can be found in Figure 12 , which shows that the location of maximum NEP UH in WRF.14may12utc at 10:00 UTC is nearly identical to that in WRF.15may00utc at 11:00 UTC, albeit the lower probability values in the earlier forecasts.
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Ensemble Clustering
Despite the fact that the ensemble simulations from WRF.15may00utc were considerably better than the other two experiments, the high NEP UH values forecasted during the formation of the observed supercell (Figure 11c ) still indicate a bias towards early convection initiation (CI). CI is a crucial aspect in the operational forecasting of severe convection and a wide range of past studies have concluded that predicting the exact timing of CI in CAMs is still very challenging [36, 95, 96] . In this section, the WRF.15may00utc forecasts are used to discuss the ability of a CAM-based ensemble with a large membership to capture the inherent CI uncertainty. The behavior of individual ensemble members around the time of CI is analyzed through the ensemble maximum of 2-5 km UH (UH_ensMax hereafter).
The evolution of the UH_ensMax fields in Figure 16 reveals the presence of two distinct groups (clusters) of ensemble members-CI in the first one took place at 10:00 UTC (~1 h earlier than the time of observed CI; marked by the green ellipses in Figure 16 ), while pronounced increases of UH_ensMax in the second one (marked by the blue ellipses in Figure 16 ) did not appear before 11:30 UTC. Despite the relatively small number of ensemble members that correctly forecasted the delay in CI, the behavior of the second ensemble cluster agrees more favorably with the available observations. More specifically, the analysis in Section 3.2 indicates that the formation of the observed mesocyclone also took place around 11:30 UTC, coincident with the appearance of a well-defined hook echo radar signature ( Figure 5a ) and a couplet in the Doppler velocity field (Figure 5b) . One of the members in the second cluster (#30) provided a particularly good forecast of the overall supercell evolution. In particular, Figures 17 and 18 show that this member successfully simulated the eastward propagation of the supercell, as well as the additional convective activity located northwest of it (Figure 17b,f) . Nevertheless, the spurious convection that developed in the model domain and the accompanying storm-scale interactions (Figure 17d ) had an adverse impact on the predicted supercell trajectory in the later forecast hours.
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Model Errors in CAM-Based Ensembles
While previous work has concluded that future high-resolution NWP systems should invest in larger ensembles [57, 58] , the implementation of a 51-member ensemble with a 1 km horizontal grid spacing is still not computationally feasible. Aside from the technical challenges, the performance of CAM-based ensembles is further impeded by the detrimental impact of model errors, which can be especially large at small scales. In this subsection, we use the 15 May 2018 supercell case study to comment critically on these two issues.
To study the impact of ensemble size on the skill of the predicted supercells, we followed the methodology of Clark et al. [56] in which 100 unique combinations are used in order to generate ensemble subsets of 10, 20, 30 and 40 members. To measure how changes in the ensemble size affect the quality of the forecasts, we examined differences in the NEP UH fields calculated from the full 51-member ensemble and the four other ensemble subsets in the WRF.15may00utc experiment. The verification time for the ensemble sensitivity tests was chosen to be 13:00 UTC, as this coincides with the period when the observed supercell underwent rapid intensification. The results presented in Figure 19 refer to the worst performing ensemble subset, which was defined to be the ensemble subset that exhibited the largest standard deviation (std) in the entire model domain. The purpose behind choosing the most suboptimal ensemble subset was to examine the maximum damage that can be caused by a CAM ensemble with a small membership. It is evident from the left panels of Figure 19 that all ensemble subsets predicted high NEP UH values along the Bulgarian-Romanian border. However, smaller CAM ensembles were characterized by higher amounts of sampling noise, with standard deviations going from 0.61% for the 10-member ensemble to 0.16% for the 40-member ensemble. As a consequence, NEP UH values in the small ensemble subsets preferentially increased or decreased in certain parts of the model domain and created bimodal NEP UH distributions (e.g., Figure 19g and 19i ). In the case of the smallest 10-member ensemble subset, the sampling noise also increased the probability of spurious convection over central Stara Planina (Figure 19i ), creating uncertainty as to where the most severe convection is expected to develop.
While Figure 19 suggests that the use of a larger ensemble size may seem unwarranted for simulating the supercell in our case study, it is important to recall the results from Subsection 3.4.2 . The size of the dots is proportional to the size of the reported hail, with the smallest/largest dots corresponding to hail diameters of 0.5 and 7 cm, respectively. Note that the UH = 75 m 2 s −2 contour has been smoothed using a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 1.5 km.
To study the impact of ensemble size on the skill of the predicted supercells, we followed the methodology of Clark et al. [56] in which 100 unique combinations are used in order to generate ensemble subsets of 10, 20, 30 and 40 members. To measure how changes in the ensemble size affect the quality of the forecasts, we examined differences in the NEP UH fields calculated from the full 51-member ensemble and the four other ensemble subsets in the WRF.15may00utc experiment. The verification time for the ensemble sensitivity tests was chosen to be 13:00 UTC, as this coincides with the period when the observed supercell underwent rapid intensification. The results presented in Figure 19 refer to the worst performing ensemble subset, which was defined to be the ensemble subset that exhibited the largest standard deviation (std) in the entire model domain. The purpose behind choosing the most suboptimal ensemble subset was to examine the maximum damage that can be caused by a CAM ensemble with a small membership. It is evident from the left panels of Figure 19 that all ensemble subsets predicted high NEP UH values along the Bulgarian-Romanian border. However, smaller CAM ensembles were characterized by higher amounts of sampling noise, with standard deviations going from 0.61% for the 10-member ensemble to 0.16% for the 40-member ensemble. As a consequence, NEP UH values in the small ensemble subsets preferentially increased or decreased in certain parts of the model domain and created bimodal NEP UH distributions (e.g., Figure 19g ,i). In the case of the smallest 10-member ensemble subset, the sampling noise also increased the probability of spurious convection over central Stara Planina (Figure 19i ), creating uncertainty as to where the most severe convection is expected to develop. While Figure 19 suggests that the use of a larger ensemble size may seem unwarranted for simulating the supercell in our case study, it is important to recall the results from Section 3.4.2 which showed the existence of a small ensemble subset wherein the time of convection initiation was predicted better compared to the rest of the ensemble members. In fact, one of the ensemble members was able to simulate a supercell which behaved very similarly to the observed one. A simple calculation shows that the probability of randomly sampling member 30 in a subset of 10 ensemble members amounts to only 17.7%. Likewise, it is very likely that such a small ensemble system omits the cluster of well-performing ensemble members mentioned above. Analysis of the WRF simulations so far suggests that there were at least two main sources of model errors that contribute to the low skill of the convective forecasts: (i) the earlier timing of CI and (ii) the presence of spurious convection whose interaction with the simulated supercell led to errors in the resulting supercell trajectory. Importantly, model errors such as the ones mentioned above can adversely impact the probabilistic guidance provided by a CAM ensemble. This is conceptually illustrated by the idealized example in Figure 20 , which considers deviations from the propagation of the observed supercell. The heavy black line in Figure 20 shows the true (generated by an infinitely large ensemble) forecast probability density function (PDF) of supercell trajectories expressed in terms of the angle deviation from the mean wind. A close examination of the simulated UH swaths in Figure 15c suggests that the majority of the supercells simulated in WRF.15may00utc moved at a~15 • angle to the right of the 30 • 0-6 km mean wind (thin solid black line). This is to be contrasted with the behavior of the observed supercell which, according to the hail reports in Figure 15c , propagated at a 60 • angle to the right of the steering flow (heavy red line). Since values in this portion of the PDF are highly unlikely, a set of 10 ensemble members (thin dashed black lines) may not be sufficient to sample the true supercell trajectory. As a result, the presence of model errors like the one depicted in this idealized example makes it necessary to use a large CAM ensemble to ensure that the verifying observations fall within the uncertainty of the ensemble forecast. 
Conclusions
An isolated and long-track supercell developed on 15 May 2018 in the northwestern parts of Bulgaria and was associated with substantial damage along its path, including strong wind gusts and extremely large hail. Using a synthesis of observations and numerical simulations, this paper discusses the evolution of the storm as well as its predictability in the medium and short forecast . Schematic illustration of the impact that model errors have on the quality of a CAM ensemble with a small membership. The heavy solid black line represents the forecast probability density function (PDF) f A (α) of the supercell's angle deviation from the mean wind, the dashed black line-the mode of the forecast PDF, the thin solid gray lines-10 randomly drawn ensemble forecast members and the heavy red line-the observed deviation of the supercell from the mean wind. Note that the idealized example presented in this diagram is based on results from the WRF.15may00utc experiment, as well as the hail reports from NIMH/ESWD.
An isolated and long-track supercell developed on 15 May 2018 in the northwestern parts of Bulgaria and was associated with substantial damage along its path, including strong wind gusts and extremely large hail. Using a synthesis of observations and numerical simulations, this paper discusses the evolution of the storm as well as its predictability in the medium and short forecast ranges.
The observational characteristics of the supercell were revealed mostly through remotely-sensed observations. Doppler radar data from the village of Bardarski Geran showed that during its 5 h evolution, the storm acquired distinct supercellular features, such as a hook echo, a bounded weak echo region (BWER) and a V-notch. The fact that a V-notch signature was registered for the first time since Doppler radars became operational in the Hail Supression Agency convey the extreme nature of the thunderstorm. Its high intensity is also reflected in the fact that the supercell maintained very high reflectivity values (>63 dBZ) for more than 4 h and was associated with CG flash rates in excess of 125 min −1 during the peak of its evolution. Our observational analysis also indicated that the IC/CG ratio remained high for about 1 h before the registration of a V-notch signature in the radar reflectivity field. Similar to previous studies, the average peak current of the positive and negative CG strikes was found to be rather low, reaching only −5.58 kA and 5.67 kA, respectively. Furthermore, temporal trends in the total flash rates and the IC/CG ratio were found to be commensurate with past observations of supercells [18, 21, 22, 25, 26, 87, 88] .
The second part of this paper examined the predictability of the 15 May 2018 severe weather outbreak. In the medium forecast ranges, various probabilistic products from the global ECMWF ensemble confirmed the presence of favorable conditions for the development of deep moist convection 4 days prior to the severe weather outbreak. In the short forecast ranges, the predictability of the event was examined by running a set of ensemble-based WRF simulations initialized at three different times. It was shown that an adequate prediction of the storm's initiation and short-term evolution can be achieved 12 h prior to the event, and that the overall supercell's predictability is limited by two major sources of model errors:
• the timing of convection initiation (CI); • the large amounts of spurious convection in proximity to the simulated supercell.
The numerical results presented herein clearly demonstrate the value of a CAM ensemble with a large membership. More specifically, a sensitivity analysis showed that ensemble subsets with 10 and 20 members are quite susceptible to sampling errors and can preferentially shift the location of the maximum NEP UH values. It was also found that the use of a large CAM ensemble is crucial in the presence of model errors. For example, subjective clustering of the full 51-member CAM ensemble revealed a small ensemble subset in which the time of convection initiation was very close to the observed one. One of the ensemble members in this ensemble subset simulated a supercell whose propagation in the first 1-2 h was consistent with hail reports from NIMH and ESWD. Nevertheless, the interaction of the simulated supercell with spurious convection resulted in its leftward deviation and subsequent dissipation. The adverse impact of the aforementioned model errors was additionally illustrated through an idealized example, which considered deviations in the trajectory of the explicitly resolved supercell. It was shown that such deviations require larger ensemble sizes to represent the unlikely portion of the model state in which the observations fall.
Outlook
The geographical location of Bulgaria and its complex terrain make it one of the countries in Europe with relatively high frequency of severe thunderstorms [5] . Nevertheless, the reduced vertical wind shear in the warm season as a result of the northward retreating polar jet stream means that convective activity over the country is typically unorganized and short-lived. Although not as common, the development of deep moist convection may coincide with the presence of active large-scale atmospheric dynamics, which create favorable conditions for the development of long-lived supercells.
The severe weather outbreak from 15 May 2018 represents one such example; the extensive damage created by the supercell on this day means that understanding and prediction of such events needs to be improved in the future. The first step towards meeting this goal is developing a comprehensive thunderstorm climatology. One example of such climatology over Central Europe can be found in Wapler and James [97] , who concluded that the characteristics of thunderstorms depend heavily on the prevailing synoptic regime. The increasing use of remote sensing observations on the territory of Bulgaria creates unique opportunities to conduct a similar assessment and quantify the frequency of high-impact supercell events. Building a long-term convective assessment is also instrumental to understand how global warming will affect thunderstorm activity in the next couple of decades. This is especially important in the light of recent studies (e.g., [98] ), which point out that small changes in the environment conditions over Southern Europe can produce large changes in the number and intensity of the observed supercells.
The numerical experiments presented herein demonstrate the ability of CAM systems to simulate isolated supercells, which is consistent with the findings of Pilguj et al. [99] . This forecasting capability is important, as isolated supercells tend to be long-lived and spawn tornadoes in 80% of cases [100] . A notable similarity between our simulations and those reported in Pilguj et al. [99] is the ability of the high-resolution WRF forecasts to predict the observed supercell approximately 12 h prior to its formation, which is an order of magnitude larger than previous estimates (e.g., [101, 102] ). Aksoy et al. [101] argues that the predictability of convective flows is dependent on the underlying convective mode, which is in turn dictated by the characteristics of the mesoscale flow. The numerical simulations presented here and in Pilguj et al. both feature interactions between a small-scale lifting mechanism (orographic obstacle in our case and a moisture boundary in [99] ) with the large-scale synoptic flow. The latter has been found to increase the predictability of the mesoscale flow [103] and, consequently, to improve the accuracy of the explicitly-resolved convection. In the absence of large-scale forcing, storm evolution is primarily driven by small-scale variations in the pre-convective environment. The poor spatiotemporal resolution of current observation networks implies that numerical models often struggle to resolve the enhanced horizontal inhomogeneity of the environment and, hence, degrade the quality of the convective forecasts [104] .
The findings presented herein also confirm that CAM-based ensemble systems are a valuable tool for predicting severe convection. This is especially true in the presence of large model errors, where a large number of ensemble members may be required to capture the event of interest [105] . The discussion in Section 3.4.3 made it clear that model errors could have a detrimental impact on the skill of the ensemble forecasts. Given that they arise because of imperfect representation of subgrid-scale model processes, future research efforts should be directed at designing better and more robust parameterization schemes. Gaining a physical insight into the origin of model errors is an effective way to meet this goal and can be achieved by conducting numerical experiments on idealized case studies similar to the isolated supercell event analyzed in this paper. Admittedly, one of the outstanding challenges behind such an approach is the fact that forecast errors exhibit pronounced day-to-day variability [106] . Bocheva et al. [60] , for instance, found that the initiation of the three supercells in their 8 July 2014 case study was delayed, which comes in stark contrast to our results. The presence of such discrepancies means that any newly introduced physics formulations should be tested against a wide range of retrospective case studies. The development of improved physical parameterization schemes also opens up opportunities for designing new multi-physics CAM ensemble systems, which have been found useful in maintaining adequate levels of ensemble spread in the short forecast ranges (e.g., [52, 107] ).
Apart from reducing the detrimental impact of model errors, the prediction of severe convection over Bulgaria could also benefit from making a better use of the dense observation network in the country. As pointed in Section 3.4.2, one of the main problems of the supercell simulations presented in this paper was the presence of spurious convection in close proximity to the simulated supercell. Past work has shown that the problem of excessive convective development can be alleviated by employing effective data assimilation strategies. In their second set of simulations, for example, Pilguj et al. [99] show that the assimilation of conventional surface and rawinsonde observations suppresses the additional convective storms found in their control simulation. The introduction of novel data assimilation techniques, such as the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), have also allowed for the assimilation of remotely sensed measurements [108] [109] [110] . The ability of radar reflectivity observations to identify 'no-precipitation regions' makes them extremely valuable for the elimination of spurious convection in the model's initial conditions [96, 111, 112] . Recent studies have also demonstrated the ability of alternative data sources, such as crowd-sourced measurements and observations from automated meteorological stations, to improve forecast skill [95, 113] ; the growing popularity of these observations in the territory of Bulgaria serves as an additional impetus to explore their value in future work. 
